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Abstract
In this paper, we present amethod to investigate and control the dynamics of the nearby host nuclear
spins (the ‘frozen core’) about a rare-earth ion doped in a crystal. Optically detected, double quantum
magnetic resonancemeasurements were conducted onEu3+:Y2SiO5. The distinctmagnetic resonant
frequencies of nearby Y3+ spinsweremeasured alongwith the lifetime and coherence time of an
individual Y3+ spin.We demonstrate an entangling gate between the Eu3+ spins and aY3+ spin
associatedwith a particular position. Further, we propose amethod to initialize the Y3+ spin states,
enabling the Y3+ spins to be used as a quantum resource for quantum information applications.
1. Introduction
Rare-earth solids have been identified as promising candidates for quantummemories in a series of recent
demonstrations, including storage of quantum states with high efficiency [1–3] and long storage times [4–6],
multimode storage [6–8] and entanglement storage [9, 10]. In part, the interest in using rare earths for quantum
memories is due to the long quantum coherence times observed for both optical and spin transitions in these
systems [11–19].
Amajor issue for these rare-earth basedmemories is that no crystal hosts have been identifiedwhich are
nuclear-spin-free and at the same time have the high solubility of rare-earth ions required for thememory
applications. As a result, the interaction of the rare-earth ionswith the unavoidable nuclear spin bath continues
to be a significant issue inmaximizing the quantum coherence times and hence storage time of these systems.
Having said this, long coherence times on both optical and spin transitions have been observed, whichwere
achieved by applying techniques to decouple the rare-earth ions from the bath [13, 14, 17–20]. Thefirst
technique commonly used is working at zero first order Zeeman (ZEFOZ) points:magnetic fields at which the
transition has zero gradient in frequencywith field and so is first-order insensitive tomagnetic field fluctuations
[13]. At a ZEFOZpoint, dynamic decoherence control (DDC) [21, 22] is often employed to actively rephase any
decoherence slower than the applied control sequence. These techniques are very successful: some of the longest
coherence times ever observed in solid-state systems have been observed on hyperfine transitions of rare-earth
ions in crystals that have a high density of nuclear spins. However, even in thosemeasurements the residual
interactionswith the spin bath limited the observed coherence times. Improvements in the decoupling
techniques could lead to further extension of these times.
The decoupling techniques that have so far been employed on the rare-earth systems are relatively generic;
their design is based on the premise that the effect of the bath can be treated as a simple perturbativefield acting
on the rare-earth ion. They do not take into account the details of the interactions of the rare-earth ionwith the
individual spins in the host or the interactions within the spin bath. This paper presents amethod to study the
interactions and the resulting dynamics in detail. By doing this, we aim to improve the decoupling techniques
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and to investigate the possibility of using the host spins as a resource for conducting quantum computing
operations.
The particular system investigated here is Eu3+:Y2SiO5. In the previous study, whenwe demonstrated a
hyperfine coherence time of six hours in this system [17], we also determined that the interactions between the
Eu3+ and the nearby Y3+ spins are still the dominant decoherence source. Thus, while properties of bulk Y3+
spins in Y2SiO5 have been studied byDupree et al [23], in this paper, techniques are developed to study the
dynamics of these Y3+ spins in detail.
2. Theory
In Eu3+:Y2SiO5, the Eu
3+ ions can substitute the Y3+ ions in one of two sites ofC1 symmetry, whichwere
referred to as Site 1 and Site 2 [24]. Each crystallographic site consists of a pair ofmagnetically inequivalent
subsites, related by a rotation about the crystal’sC2 axis. For the current work, we studied the
151Eu3+ ion in one
of the twomagnetic subsites of site 1, embedded in a bath consisting of Y3+ spins in both crystallographic sites.
The hyperfine structure of Eu3+:Y2SiO5 is determined by several interactions and can be described by a
reduced spinHamiltonian for each electronic state [25, 26]:
I Q I B M I B Z B EH . 1= + +ˆ · · ˆ · · ˆ ( · · ) ˆ ( )
Here B is the externalmagnetic field, Iˆ the nuclear spin operator, and Eˆ the identity operator. Thefirst term is
the nuclear quadrupole interactionwithQ the effective quadrupole tensor. This splits the I 5
2
= electronic
singlet states of Eu3+ into three doubly degenerate hyperfine states in zerofield, with splittings of order 10MHz.
The second term is the nuclear Zeeman interaction, with M the effective Zeeman tensor, which is anisotropic in
Eu3+:Y2SiO5. Thefinal term is the quadratic Zeeman interaction, with Z the quadratic Zeeman tensor. This
termdoes not contribute to the hyperfine splitting, but it does contribute to the interaction between the Eu3+
andY3+ ions. The energy level structure of site 1 Eu3+:Y2SiO5 is shown in figure 1.
The six-hour coherence time in the previous workwas observed on the Eu3+ ion’sm 3 2 3 2I = - «
hyperfine transition by the application of the ZEFOZ andDDC techniquesmentioned above [17]. The chosen
ZEFOZpoint occurs at afieldmagnitude of 1.29T and is referred to here as the critical point Bcp to reflect the
zero gradient in the Zeeman splitting. In addition to the zero gradient, the critical pointfield also induces a large
magneticmoment (Z Bcp· from equation (1)). The localmagnetic field generated by thismoment, in turn,
creates a frozen core of Y3+ ionswhose frequencies are detuned from the bulk Y3+ ions. It is interactions with
these frozen core Y3+ ions that dominate the Eu3+ ion hyperfine decoherence, because the reduced field
sensitivity of the Eu3+means its interactions with themore distant bulk spins are negligible. Thus, wewill
concentrate our study on the interactions between the Eu3+ ion and the frozen core Y3+ ions.
Figure 1. (a)Hyperfine energy level structure for Site 1 Eu3+ ions in 151Eu3+: Y2SiO5 [24]. The transition used for ZEFOZ is indicated
byωt. (b)Pulse sequences used in the experiments. The opticalfield is for preparing a population difference between the+3/2 and
−3/2 states before applying RF pulses and optically detecting the spin echo signal. Sequence RF1 is formeasuring the spectrumof the
Y3+ ions, their nutation frequency and their coupling strengthwith Eu3+ ion. Sequences RF2a andRF2b are formeasuring the
coherence time of the frozen-core Y3+ ions. In each pulse sequence, the blue-colored pulses are a two-pulse spin echo sequence of the
Eu3+while the gray used to drive the Y3+ spin transition.
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Depending on their spatial position relative to the Eu3+ ion, the spin properties for each frozen-core Y3+ ion,
such as the detuned spin frequency, coherence time, or lifetime, can be different. Similarly, independently
flipping a frozen-core Y3+ spin at different sites caused a unique frequency shift on the Eu3+ hyperfine
transition. These properties are determined by themagnetic dipole–dipole interactions between the Eu3+ and
Y3+ ions.Here, these interactions are treated as a perturbation on the reduced spinHamiltonian of the Eu3+ ion
[27], fromwhich themagnetic dipolemoment of the Eu3+ is determined.
First, the detuned resonant spin frequency of the ith frozen-core Y3+ spin is given by:
B dB Bdf , 2iiY g g= + -∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )
where γ=2.09 MHz T−1 is the gyromagnetic ratio of Y3+, B is the appliedmagnetic field and dBi is the
additionalfield of the Eu3+ ion’smagneticmoment at the position of the Y3+ ion:
dB
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whereμ0 is the vacuumpermeability, ri is the displacement of the ith Y
3+ ion relative to the Eu3+ ion and Eum is
themagneticmoment of the Eu3+ spin.
From equation (1), Eum has two different contributions in the presence of an externalmagnetic field, which
are the nuclearmagneticmoment (M I· ˆ) and the inducedmoment (Z Bcp· ). The Eu3+ electronic ground state
has a nuclearmagneticmoment comparable to that of Y3+, thus the frozen core effect is expected to be very small
at zerofield.However, the inducedmoment is linearly dependent on the applied fieldmagnitude. At the applied
critical-point field the inducedmoment, 150MHz T−1, is nearly two orders ofmagnitude larger than the
nuclearmagneticmoment, so the contribution to the frequency detuning from the nuclearmagneticmoment
can be ignored.
While the detuned spin frequency of the frozen-core Y3+ ions dfYi is dominated by the inducedmoment of
the Eu3+ ion, the frequency shift of the Eu3+hyperfine transition resulting from flipping a Y3+ spin is
determined by the nuclearmagneticmoment only. The spin flip of the ith frozen-core Y3+ ion produces a
magnetic field perturbation Bid at the Eu3+ site, given by:
B
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where Ym is themagneticmoment of the Y3+ spin. Thisfield perturbation results in a frequency shift of Eu3+
hyperfine transition given by:
Bf , 5ii Eum dd D= · ( )
where EumD is the difference in the Eu3+magneticmoment between the hyperfine ground and excited states,
which equals the transition’sfield sensitivity. Given that the quadratic Zeeman tensor Z has the same effect on
all the hyperfine states [26], the inducedmoment is the same for all the hyperfine states, thus EumD is given by
the difference in the nuclearmagneticmoment of the two hyperfine states. At Bcp, 0EumD = , soflipping a Y3+
spin does not produce any frequency shift in the Eu3+hyperfine transition.When thefield is detuned from the
critical point, there is a non-zero value of EumD , quadratically dependent on the amount offield detuning from
the critical point.
In the experiment, the Eu3+ frequency shift fid in equation (5)wasmeasured using a spin echo technique as
shown in the RF1 pulse of figure 1. A resonantπpulse (πY)was applied to one Y
3+ site to drive a Y3+ spin flip,
and the effect on the coherence of the Eu3+ ionwasmeasured using a standard echo sequence. In a two pulse
spin echomeasurement, a frequency shift during the echo sequence results in a phase shift in the echo signal.
Thus, when aπY pulse is applied resonant with one of the frozen core Y
3+ spin frequencies, a well-defined phase
shift of the Eu3+ echo signalmight be expected.However, this is only truewhen the Y3+ ensemble is initialized in
the same state, whereas in our system theY3+ ensemble is in a thermal state, with the two spin states equally
populated. The effect of this pulse sequence for thermal ensembles is known frompolarization transfer
experiments inNMR [28]: the Eu3+ echo amplitude ismodulated at a frequency fid . The echo amplitude as a
function of the echo delay time τ can thus bewritten
E d f1 e cos 2 1 e , 6imod T T1Y 2t pd t= + -- -t t( ) [ ( ( ) )] ( )
whereT2 is the Eu
3+ coherence time andT1Y is the lifetime of the Y
3+ ion, which leads to decay of themodulation
. dmod describes the depth of themodulation. Aswewill show, the Y
3+Rabi frequency is similar to the Y3+ ion
inhomogeneous broadening, so not all Y3+ ions see aπY pulse, reducing the depth of themodulation by about
half. At a givenfield detuning from the critical point ( EumD isfixed), each individual frozen-core Y3+ site
corresponds to a unique echomodulation frequency. Ameasurement of themodulation canwork out the
interaction strength fid (equation (5)) between this Y3+ ion and the Eu3+ ion.We note that thismodulation is
different to that often observed in photon echomeasurements due to excitingmultiple sublevels with the optical
3
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pulses (e.g. [29]), including due to superhyperfine coupling to nuclear spins [30, 31]. In that case, the optical
pulses drivemultiple transitions and themodulation, at the frequency of the coupled nuclear spin splitting, is
due to the interference of these different excitations. In our experiments, themodulation is due to the
interference of different Eu3+ ions in the ensemble, and occurs at the frequency of the Eu3+–Y3+ interaction
itself.
Themodulation effect is only observable in a particularmagnetic field regime: close to, but not exactly on, a
critical point. In the above discussion, the focuswas on one individual frozen-core Y3+ ionwhile the echo decay
due to the reconfiguration of other Y3+ ionswas ignored. This is only truewhen themeasurement is performed
near a critical point where the effect of the bulk Y3+ spin flips is negligible due to the smallfield sensitivity.
Otherwise, if the field is completely away from a critical point, the echo signal decays quickly to zero due to the
fast spin flips of the bulk Y3+ ions before a slowmodulation caused by a frozen-core Y3+ ion can be observed.
Equally, however, if there is a spontaneous spin flip of the frozen-core Y3+ spin during themodulation period
f1 d( ), an echomodulation for an individual Y3+ ion produced by theπY pulsewill not be observable, thus, the
echomodulation periodmust bemade sufficiently short. In order to shorten themodulation period f1 d( ) such
that it is shorter than the lifetime of the frozen-core Y3+ spins, thefield sensitivity needs to be increased by
detuning thefield from the critical point. Hence, thefield alignment should bemade such that:
R f R
1 1 1
, 7
b fd < ( )
where 1/Rb=3.5ms is the correlation time of the bulk Y
3+ ions [32] and R1 f is the correlation time of the
frozen-core Y3+ spins. In the previous study, at the investigated critical point Bcp, R1 f wasmeasured to be
59s [17].
3. Experiment
The experimental setup is described in [17] andwill only be briefly outlined here. A 0.01%doped Eu3+:Y2SiO5
crystal wasmaintained at 2 K in a bath cryostat that incorporates a superconductingmagnet. The hyperfine
transitions of the Eu3+ ion and the nuclear spin transition of the Y3+ ionswere excited using a six turn coil with a
diameter of 6mm, driven by a 40dBmRF source, which resulted in a Rabi frequencyΩRF=7.9 kHz. Raman
heterodyne detection [33]was used to observe the Eu3+ ion’s spin coherence optically via the 7F0 5D0
transition at 579.879 85nm.A spectrum analyser was used to record the amplitude of the Raman heterodyne
signal. The laser power incident on the crystal was 30 mWandwas gated by an 80MHz acoustic-optic
modulator. Prior to applying eachRaman heterodyne pulse sequence, the systemwas preparedwith an optical
re-pump and burn scheme such that the Eu3+ ensemble was initialized in the+3/2 state. Themagnetic fieldwas
aligned to achieve the criticalfield configuration of the 3 2 3 2« - transition occuring at B 1.29cp =∣ ∣ T. To
satisfy equation (7), all themeasurements to be discussed in this paper were performed at afield detuned by
(1.6± 1)mT from this critical point.
4. Results
Themeasurement of the spectrum for these resonant spin frequencies was performed using theRF1 pulse
sequence infigure 1, scanning the frequency of theπY pulse and observing the change in the amplitude of the
spin echo from the Eu3+ spins. The frequency of theπY pulse was scanned 9 kHz about the expected frequency of
the bulk Y spins estimated from field applied (1.290± 0.001 T) and the gyromagnetic ratio of the Y3+ ion
(2.09 MHz T−1). The length of theπY pulse was set to 4.5ms. The delay between theπ/2 andπ pulses applied to
the Eu3+ spins was 2.6s. The resulting spectrum is shown infigure 2. The expected resonant frequency of the of
the 20 nearest Y3+ ions, calculated using equation (1), are shown infigure 2 (a).We see general agreement
between theory and experiment, with one clearly resolved peak at 2.706MHz and a series of poorly resolved
peals down to 2.704MHz. The extreme frequency peaks p1 and p5 in the spectrum are assigned as Y
3+ sites Y1
andY2 as shown in 2 (b).We do not expect to observe a peak at the resonant frequency of the bulk Y
3+ spins as
their interactionwith the Eu3+ spins is expected to beweak and their lifetimes short compared to the timescale of
themeasurement, hence perturbing these spins is unlikely to significantly alter the evolution of the Eu3+ spins.
The amplitude of the contribution of each Y3+ site is determined by the coupling strength Bid and the echo
delay τ. The largest reduction in the echo amplitude corresponds to the peaks where the product of the coupling
strength and the echo delay time is close toπ. Hence, the peakswith the largestmodulation depth (p1 and p5)
maynot necessarily have the strongest coupling strength.
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The FWHMof peak p5 was 360 Hz. This is dominated by two effects: the 200 Hz Fourier width of theπY
pulse and the inhomogeneity in the appliedmagnetic field, which is on the order of 0.1mTand causes
approximately 200 Hz of inhomogeneous broadening of the Y3+ spins.
To optimize theπY pulse nutationmeasurements were conducted. This again used pulse sequence RF1 in
figure 1(b), this timewith the frequency of theπY pulse set to be resonantwith one of the Y
3+ sites andwith a
fixed Eu delay τ. The Eu3+ echo amplitude was then observedwhile scanning the length of theπY pulse.
Themeasured nutation of peak p5 is shown infigure 3, with the Eu
3+ echo amplitude plotted against the
length of theπY pulse. A clear nutation is observedwith a Y
3+ ion Rabi frequency of 191 Hz. There aremultiple
sources that can contribute to decay of the nutation, including inhomogeneous broadening of the Y3+ ions
themselves, but in thismeasurement it is dominated by inhomogeneity in the applied RF field across the sample.
To determine the coherence time of the Y3+ spins, we performed a spin echomeasurement on p5 using the
RF2a andRF2b sequences infigure 1(b). In both sequences, the singleπY pulse is replacedwith three pulses:π/2,
π andπ/2 for RF2a, andπ/2,π and−π/2 for RF2b. The frequency of these pulses was set to be the resonant
frequency of the p5 site and the experiment was performedwith afixed Eu
3+ delay τ of 1.8s.
The purpose of these two sequences is as follows. If there is no decoherence over the Y delay time τY, then the
three pulses in RF2a correspond to a 2πY pulse, that is, they return the Y
3+ to its original state. The Eu3+ ion is
Figure 2. (a)Themeasured spectrumof the frozen-core Y3+ spin transitions near the critical point Bcp, with the Eu
3+ echo amplitude
plotted against the frequency of theπY-pulse (bottom). Top, the calculated frequency of the spin transition for the nearest 20 frozen
core-Y3+ ions. Each vertical line represents the frequency detuning for a Y3+ site. Red lines are those Y3+ sites which are assignedwith
the experimental peaks asmarked. (b), Assignments of the resolved peaks p1 and p5 to sites around the Eu ion (circled in red).
Figure 3.Nutationmeasurement of frozen core Y3+ site p5,measured via the Eu
3+ ion. The frequency of the nutation gives the Y3+ ion
Rabi frequency of 191 Hz, and the decay can be attributed to inhomogeneity in the RFfield across the sample.
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unperturbed as long as τY is short compared to the Eu delay τ. As τY increases and the Y
3+ ions decohere, the
pulses are less effective at returning the ion to its original state, leading to increasing Eu3+ decoherence.
Conversely, at short τY the sequence RF2b corresponds to aπY pulse, andwhich perturbs Eu
3+ echo, but as τY
increases this effect is reduced as the Y3+ ions decohere. Ignoring inhomogeneity in the ions, the initial (τY=0)
echo amplitude for RF2a is 1, but for RF2b it is dependent on the Eu
3+ delay time τ: E f0 cos 2 iRF b2 pd t=( ) .
The results of these two sequences are shown infigure 4(a)with the Eu3+ echo amplitude plotted against τY.
RF2bproduced an initial negative signal, which has been rectified by the spectrum analyzer, and shows a gradual
rise in the signal with τY. Likewise, sequence RF2a shows the expected decaywith increasing τY, with a decay time
constant of 400 ms. There are two components to this decay. Thefirst is the exponential decay caused by
decoherence of the Y3+ ions, as described above. The second component arises because the Y pulse sequence
time is increasing, reaching up to 0.3 times the Eu3+ delay time. Since the Eu3+ dephasing is different during the
Y3+ sequence time, the dephasing is not symmetric around the Eu3+π pulse, and is not completely rephased. A
fit to the RF2a signal including these two contributions gave a Y
3+ coherence time of 600ms.
Finally, wemeasured the frequency shift fd on the Eu3+ ion caused by flipping a Y3+ ion bymeasuring the
modulation of the Eu3+ echo (see equation (6)).We used sequence RF1with the frequency of theπY pulse set to
peak p5. Based on the nutationmeasurement, the length of theπY-pulsewas set to be 2.75ms.With thisfixedπY
pulse, the Eu3+ echo amplitudewas recorded by varying the total Eu3+ delay τ. To observe the effect of theπY
pulse on the Eu3+ echo decay, the Eu3+ echo amplitude with andwithout aπY-pulsewere recorded sequentially
for each delay.
Themeasured Eu3+ two pulse spin echo amplitude as a function of the total delay is shown infigure 4(b). In
the absence of the Yp pulse, the echo decays due to interactions with the bulk spin bath. The clear non-
exponential decay is due to spectral diffusion, since the Y3+ spin bath isflipping on the timescale of the
measurement. To account for this, thefit shown infigure 4(b) is to the empiricalMimsmodel [34]:
E E e , 80 TM
2
t = - t( )( ) ( )
whereTm is the phasememory time. Adding theπY pulse causes a clearmodulation, whichwasfit by equation (6)
with the exponentialT2 decay term replacedwith theMims’fit from the unperturbed data. Thefit gave a
modulation frequency of f 0.25 Hzd = (the Eu3+–Y3+ interaction strength), and a envelope decay rate of
14±1 s (the Y3+ lifetime).
Previously, p5 was assigned to siteY2, sowe can calculate the expectedmodulation frequency fp5d in
equation (5). At the experimental detuning from the critical field of 1.6±1mT, this gives an interaction
strength of 0.5±0.3 Hz. Given the large uncertainty, this is consistent with themeasured value of 0.25 Hz. The
measured lifetime value of 14 s,meanwhile, is consistent with the previouslymeasured 59 s correlation time in
themagneticfield perturbations acting on the Eu3+ ion Bcp [17], given that different Y
3+ ions in the frozen core
can be expected to have different lifetimes.
Figure 4. (a)Coherence timemeasurement of the frozen-core Y3+viameasurement of the Eu3+ ion’s echo amplitude as a function of
the Y3+delay using two different pulse sequences, RF2a (blue squares) andRF2b (orange crosses). The solid blue line is afit to the RF2a
data, which resulted in a coherence time of 600ms. (b)Modulation of the Eu echo amplitude by the frozen core Y3+ spins. Blue
squares are the decay when there is no perturbing πY pulse, with the blue line afit using theMimsmodel (see text for details). Orange
crosses are themodulation that appears when theπY pulse is on, with thefit given by equation (6).
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5.Discussion
Wehave demonstrated techniques tomeasure the transition frequency, homogeneous and inhomogeneous
linewidths of the frozen core Y3+ spins surrounding the Eu3+ ion alongwith the interaction strength between
the Eu3+ ion and the Y spins. The techniques can be refined, in particular by reducing the inhomogenuity in the
appliedDC and rfmagnetic fields.With these improvements it should be possible to accurately characterize the
Y3+ spin bath.Of particular interest will be to use this detailed knowledge tomodel the effect of theDDC control
pulses used to extend coherence times in [17] on the dynamics of the bath.
The successful demonstrations ofDDC in rare-earth ion systems operate in the regimewhere the system-
bath interaction is sufficiently weak compared to the interactions within the bath that the effect of the control
pulses on the bath dynamics can be neglected. In this regime, the action of the bath on the system can be treated
as a classical field. Generic dynamic decoupling pulse sequences can be successfully employedwithout detailed
knowledge of the structure of the bath or the coupling to it. Ultimately, however, themaximumcoherence time
that can be achieved using these generic sequences will be limited by this back action on the bath due to the
residual system-bath coupling. A detailedmodel of the bathwill allow the limit of the existingDDC sequences to
be identified and provide the basis for developing newDDC sequences tominimize the effect of the back action.
Beyond providing information relevant to the dephasingmechanismof the europiumEu3+, the current
results also demonstrate the potential to use the Y3+ frozen core as a quantum resource suitable for quantum
information processing, with amoderate number of qubits. The different Y3+ sites in the frozen core can be
addressed via their spin transition frequency and themagnetic dipole–dipole coupling between the Y3+ and
Eu3+ ions can be used to enact two qubit gates. The pulse sequences shown infigure 1(b), whichwe used to
characterize the frozen core, are entangling gates between the Eu3+ and the Y3+ spin. The difference between our
measurements andwhat is required for a quantumprocessing operationwas that the Y3+ spins were not
initialized.However, the Y3+ spins could be initialized by repeatedly initializing the Eu3+ spin through optical
pumping and performing SWAP gates with each of the Y3+ spins in the frozen core.
The number of Y3+ spins that can be resolved and used as qubits depends both on the inhomogeneous
broadening on the Y3+ spin transition and the strength of the interaction between the inducedmagnetic
moment of the Eu3+ ion and the Y3+ spins. At the current ZEFOZpoint this interaction is of the order of
kilohertz, but since themoment is linear with field, critical points at highermagnetic fields will have larger
interaction strengths.With critical points theoretically identified atfields of up to 7 T [27], potentially detunings
in the frozen core of the order of 10kHz could be realized. The observed inhomogeneous broadening was of the
order of 350 Hz, whichwas consistent with the combination of the Fourier width of the excitation pulses chosen
and the known inhomogeneity in the appliedmagnetic field. The latter source can be almost completely
eliminated by shimming the appliedmagnetic field using standard techniques fromhigh resolutionNMR. If
longer pulses are used, the residual broadening is likely to be dominated by themagnetic dipole–dipole coupling
between the Y3+ spins. In particular, Y3+ ions in the frozen core but not initializedwill contribute to the
inhomogeneous broadening. Themagnetic field caused by the randomly oriented spin bath has been estimated
at 0.01mT [13], and corresponds to an inhomogeneous broadening on the Y3+ ion of 20 Hz. If the
inhomogeneity in the applied field can be reduced to this level, seven of the nearest ten Y3+ spins, for example,
would be resolvable. The other three spins either have very small frequency shifts (Y6, Y10) or a frequency
coincident with another Y3+ site (Y4).
Once the Y3+ spins can be initialized, the number of gate operations that can be performed depends both on
the coherence time of the frozen core Y3+ spins and on the interaction strength between the nuclearmagnetic
moment of the Eu3+ and themagneticmoment of the Y3+ spins. The coherence time of the p5 Y
3+ spin of 600
ms and the 0.25 Hz interaction strength currently limits the system to only a few gate operations, atmost,
between the Eu3+ andY3+ spins. It is possible to increase the interactionwith the Eu3+ spin bymoving further
away from theZEFOZpoint, butmoving away fromZEFOZwill come at the expense of decreasing the
coherence time of the Eu3+ hyperfine transition. Anothermethod to increase the number of gate operations is to
operate at ZEFOZpoints at higher appliedmagnetic fields and hence increase the extent of the frozen core. This
has the potential to not only increase the number of spins resolved, as discussed above, but also to significantly
increase the coherence times of both the Eu3+ hyperfine transitions and the neighboring Y3+ spins. Further
extension of the frozen core in Y2SiO5 could be obtained by replacing the Eu
3+with aKramers ion such as Er3+,
which has amagneticmoments three orders ofmagnitude greater that themoment induced on the Eu3+ ion in
the current work. [18].
Quantumoperations can be performed on this ensemble-based spin frozen core system in away similar to
liquid-stateNMR[35]. However, in the current system, the Y3+nuclear spins can bemanipulated optically, via
their interactionwith the Eu3+ ion. This has two key advantages. First, unlike inNMR the spins can be initialized
via optical pumping of the Eu as described above. Second, photonic quantum information can be transferred
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onto the nuclear spins of the frozen core, where it can be stored or processed. This ability could be used, for
example, to extend the functionality of quantummemories.
6. Conclusion
Wehave demonstrated techniques to characterize the properties of host spins in the frozen core surrounding
optically active rare-earth ions. In the case of the system investigated, Eu3+:Y2SiO5, the lifetime and coherence
time of the frozen core Y3+ spins was found to be long enough to potentially allow the use of SWAP gates with
the Eu3+ to initialize the Y3+ spins.We have discussed how the coherence time and spectral resolution of the
spins could be increased by increasing the extent of the frozen core, potentially enabling the use of the spin
frozen core as a resource for quantumprocessing operations.
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